
HEALING IS VOLTAGE™
DAILY PROTOCOL
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Please make sure you do the steps in order

NEW
UPDATED

PROTOCOL
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Connect BioModulator® Pro
to Y Electrode. 
Set BioModulator® Pro or
Plus to Ten-8. 
For the Pro: Turn the power
up until you feel a tingle and
then hold electrode at base
of skull until the display
reads DZ.
For the Plus: hold at the
back of the neck for 3
minutes 

SETTINGS:

Place the Y Electrode right at
the base of the hairline. This can

be done on your own, or with
someone holding the Y

Electrode in place. 

RECHARGE THE
PRIMARY VOLTAGE

CIRCUIT 
(LIVER/GALL BLADDER)

STEP 1
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STEP 2

For anxiety, depression, insomnia,
managing stress and PTSD.

RESET AUTONOMIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM

(BOWLING BALL
SYNDROME)



 

 

 

SCM muscle placement
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STEP 2

This can be done as many times a day as
necessary. Bonus... Do this at bedtime to help with
insomnia.

This should be relaxing, like a mini meditation. So,
find a quiet place to do this therapy. Be patient,
close your eyes and relax.

Place the Y Electrode on the muscle below the ear.
Make sure that you have the Y electrode firmly
pressed against the SCM as pictured to the right.
The X marks the back of the muscle where the Y
electrode is placed as shown in the picture to the
right and on the previous page.

Select Ten-8 mode on the BioModulator® and turn
up the power until you feel a gentle tingling
sensation. 

Note: You will select the power level in  Ten-8
mode (a constant frequency) to ensure your
comfort, but you will be doing the therapy in
Infinity, which is a modulation frequency. You will
feel the frequency intermittently, which is why you
don't want to set your comfort level on Infinity.  

Again, once you select your comfortable power
level in Ten-8, switch to Infinity mode without taking
the Y electrode off the neck

Hold for 3 minutes per side.

Please note: you will know you are receiving the
therapy, when you feel a strange sensation going
up the ear or jaw. 

Place the Y Electrode on the
muscle below the ear. 



 

 

 

Place the Y Electrode at the top of your
spine, turn the PLUS or PRO to Ten-8 and
turn power up  to what is a gentle feel.

Move down the spine slowly from top to
bottom 10 times. (Do not move from

bottom to top.)

This is an additional bonus if you have a partner: reset
autonomic ganglia along the spine using Ten-8 in

BioModulator® PLUS or  BioModulator® Pro
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Duration: 5 minutes
for BioTransducer®
Pro 

OR

SETTINGS:
Direct the BioTransducer® either up
the spine between the legs or hold it
above your head with the device
pointing down the spine, to correct the
circuits and BioTerminal points. It works
with just the photonics of the
BioTransducer® or you may use the
BioModulator®. 

For Pro, set mode to
783 Harmonics
and set power to 250.

For Plus, set mode to
Ten-8 and set power
to the solid orange
dot.

Duration: 15 minutes
for Crystal Wave
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This corrects the
polarity of all circuits.

If you don’t have a stand to assist
you in holding it on top of your

head, you may complete this step
by lying down and resting the

BioTransducer® on the
crown of the head or between
the legs. If it is on top of your

head, shine the BioTransducer
down your spine, and if it is

between your legs, shine it up
towards your spine. 

OR

CORRECT
POLARITY

STEP 3



This will turn on all the organs of
the body’s original wiring system
found at the umbilicus.

DURATION:

SETTINGS:
Connect BioModulator® to
BioTransducer® and set to Infinity
mode and raise the power of the
BM to the highest level.

For Plus, set mode to
Infinity and set power
to the solid orange
dot.

Point the BioTransducer® at the
belly button. This step can be

done with clothes on. The
energy emitted from the
BioTransducer® will pass

through clothing.

OR

OR

For Pro, set mode to 
Infinity and set 
power to 250.

For Pro: 5 minutes
per day

For CrystalWave: 15
minutes per day
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ACTIVATE FETAL
WIRING SYSTEM

STEP 4



This step can be completed
sitting or lying down.

See next pages for how to
configure the hand grips

and foot plates.

This recharges the whole  body’s
battery packs. Remember you have to

correct the polarities before the
batteries will take a charge! 

If you are active/using for
preventative you can skip this step. 

Left
hand
RED

For Pro, set
mode to

Solfeggio.

Right
hand

BLACK

Left 
foot

BLACK

SETTINGS:
Connect the handgrips and

footplates to the BioModulator®.

For Plus, 
set mode
to Ten-8.

Right
foot
RED

While holding the handgrips,
power the BioModulator® to

what is gentle and
comfortable.

Duration:
30 min
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OR

TOTAL BODY
RECHARGE

STEP 5

You may perform this step sitting up
or laying down. Also, it is normal to
only feel the tingling sensation on

one or both hands during this step of
the therapy. The soles of the feet are

thicker,  so you may not feel the 
tingling there.

 



Grab the separate red
and black banana
bridge wires. 

 STEP 2

Connect one end 
of the red bridge wire to the
red footplate.

-and-

 Connect one end 
of the black bridge wire to
the black footplate.

These will “bridge” the
handgrips and footplates
together so you can use
them at the same time.

HANDGRIP + FOOTPLATE CONFIGURATION
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 STEP 1



Connect the other end 
of the red bridge wire 

to the red handgrip.
-and-

 Connect the other end 
of the black bridge wire
to the black handgrip.

Grab the lead 
wire that connects 

to the BioModulator®
and has an end with 

a red and black 
split wire.

Connect to the 
BioModulator®.

CONFIGURATION CONTINUED...

 STEP 3

 STEP 4
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Insert the red end of
the lead wire into the

open space on the
red bridge wire up
near the handgrip.

CONFIGURATION CONTINUED...
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 STEP 5

 STEP 6

Insert the black end 
of the lead wire 

into the open space
on the black bridge wire

up near the handgrip.



Handgrips and footplates
are now configured to work
together at the same time.

CONFIGURATION CONTINUED...

LEFT HAND 
RED

RIGHT HAND 
BLACK

LEFT FOOT 
BLACK

RIGHT FOOT 
RED

 STEP 7

 ALL SETREMEMBER:
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ADDRESS AREA
OF CONCERN
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Now that you have completed the daily steps,
your body is now primed and prepped to receive
additional therapies on areas of concern like
general pain, eye therapy, organ therapy, etc
Connect the BioModulator® PRO or PLUS to your
BioTransducer®. 
Select TEN-8 for pain or use one of the 60 modes
in the BioModulator® Pro that is better suited to
your area of concern. 
Make sure it is connected to the BioTransducer®
and raise the power up to 250 in the PRO (or all
the way up to the orange dot in the Plus). 
Point the BioTransducer® at the area for 15-20
min of therapy. 

Make sure it is connected to the
BioTransducer® and raise the
power up to 250 in the PRO (or
all the way up to the orange dot
in the Plus). 
Point the BioTransducer® at the
area for 15-20 min of therapy. 
It is important to listen to your body
and make modifications if needed.
Consider lowering the power level
of the BioTransducer® or shortening
the therapy time. 

SETTINGS:


